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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A* The writer of this study has been in close touch with
the Connecticut Valley High Schools for some years. Turing
a discussion with the principal of one of these schools and
Professor W.S.Welles of the Education Department at the
Massachusetts State College, the fact was brought out that
there never had been a comparative study made of the marks
of the Connecticut Valley Schools as a group. True, several
of the principals, notably Mr. W. A.Cowing* of west Spring-
field, and Mr. P.E.Williams** of Agawara had made exhaustive
studies of the significance of the marks, in certain ways,
within their own schools in their respective thesis studies.
Upon further investigation it developed that statistical work
to the extent of collecting and arranging marks to show trends
from year to year had been carried out for some years in all
the schools connected with this study.
The co-ordination of work among the smaller schools of the
Connecticut Valley as a group seemed to offer a very worth-
while field of study. It was felt that such a study of the group
might be profitable for all coneerned in two ways. First it
* The Comparative Validity of Mental Tests and Silent Reading
Tests in Predicting High School Success - W.A.Cowing 1931»
** The Use of Statistics as a Tool to Improve High School
Marking Systems - 1933
•
2would provide a general survey of current marking practices
within the group; second, it would, doubtless, show irre-
gularities that might be studied so that suggestions would
be apparent toward beneficial changes*
The proposition was than made to the writer, to take up
the work of collecting and organizing the marks of certain of
the smaller Valley schools in Massachusetts so that it could
be presented in a detailed survey form. This commission was
accepted as a basis for a thesis study and the work was begun.
B. It is the purpose of the study then, to collect and
interpret, by best known statistical methods, the marks of
students in the smaller Connecticut Valley High Schools for
whatever values these comparisons may have for administrations
and teachers. These values may be of two kinds. The data thus
assembled are current practice results and not a record of
past time and so may represent the standard of current prac-
tice in each case; and the study of these records should
indicate where improvements for the future may be made. The
schools to be considered are Agawam High school, Amherst High
School, South Hadley High School, Hadley High School, Hatfield
High School, Shelbume Palls High ^chool, South Deerfield High
School, Hopkins Academy, Smith Academy and Arms Academy.
The study will show whether there is noticeable uni-
formity in the marks of all the schools considered since all
marks are included; whether uniformity of marks holds true even
to single subjects common to all schools: viz: Algebra,
Klementary English; and whether these showings are in accord
5with accepted present day standards.
The basis of the study will be the marks as recorded
in the high schools at the raid-year period of the early part
of the year 1952,
C, The literature on problems of this sort is brief. Most
of the statistical work that has been done on marks has been
in connection with college classes. However, Superintendent
J. P.Waddell^HHHJEvensville,Wisconsin, has done statistical
work on high school marks that has become classical as a
reference in Statistics,
In connection with work done on high school marks in
the smaller schools of the Connecticut Valley, Mr. W. A.Cowing f s#
work points out the value of the I. Q.** as a determining
factor in relation to high school marks,
Mr. F.E.Williams ,*** in a thesis study shows the relation-
ship between the normal curve and its effect upon his teacher's
grading of pupils, when a comparison of their marks to the
normal curve is brought to their attention.
Both of these works are pertinent to this study in so
far as they deal with organizing and interpreting high school
grades. In these particulars they follow closely the accepted
statistical procedures and are of especial value in that they
deal with the same sort of material that makes up the present
study.
*«* j. F. Waddell - Unpublished Report
* The Comparative Validity of Mental Tests and Silent Reading
Tests in Predicting High bchool Success -W. A.Cowing 1951
Intelligence Quotient
The work of this sort that has been rather scarce in
relationship to high school studies has been quite widely
entered into in the college field.
"The establishment of an objectively defined, normal
distribution of grades is under discussion at the University
of Pennsylvania, and at Beloit and Knox colleges. Northwest-
era University and Clark College report that that faculties
have a general understanding as to the normal percentage of
grades of different sorts given on the work of students,
however, the system seems to have taken on a definite form
in eight only of the institutions studied - as follows: Harvard,
Michigan, Missouri,Oberlin,Yale,Earlham and Baverford .#
At first sight the methods used by these colleges and
universities appear rather mathematical and rigid. It is
freely admitted, however, that the normal standard can be real-
ized only approximately or "in the long run", and that allow-
ance for departure from it must be made both in the case of
small classes and in advancec courses. Although the system
is employed at Oberl in, ^resident King expresses a doubt of
"the legitimacy of any fixed standard of that kind", adding
"I have a feeling that as a man's teaching improves he ought
to be able to carry an increasing proportion of his students
into the higher grades."
* Robert C. Brooks - School and Society, Vol.1, Nol,
January 2,1915*
5President Lowell writes: "I have tried, myself, informally,
to eliminate courses that are too easy, by charting the per-
centage of different grades of marks, comparing them with the
normal, and sending them to instructor's where the difference
is very marked. The method is explained by the enclosed
diagram which is made up, as explained thereon, out of the
marks in certain large typical courses; then, upon this,
the curve of the particular course is traced by hand in red.
This has had the effect not so much of standardizing marks,
as of restraining extremes of easy marking.
wThe opinions of the presidents, dean and registrars
consulted were very largely in favor of one or the other form
of publicity of grades as discussed under ll« above. The
fixing of definite normal standards was advocated somewhat
more cautiously by its friends and came in for criticism from
a few opponents. Experience as to its effect does not seem
sufficient as yet to justify a decision. *t is evident,
however, that our colleges and universities are passing thru
a rapid and most Interesting evolution in their methods for
securing more uniform grading."
Also in connection with this statistical study the
writer has noted the reaction of recognized statistical re-
search workers in regard to the place of statistics with
relationship to school marks. Such recognized authorities as
Jordan, Garret, Odell, Tiegs and Crawford, Starch and
* Ref . age 16
6Thorndike have been considered.*
WA considerable body of educational literature, increas-
ingly more statistical in nature, has been published in recent
years, and a growing number of new books and journals of this
type are published every year. Some years ago, the writers
of educational books and articles apologized to their readers
if they were forced to use statistical terms, even of the most
elementary kind; today they take a knowledge of statistics
for granted and do not hestltate to publish material of a
highly technical nature. The improved statistical training
of the teachers has made this possible, but at the same time
this tendency on the part of educational writers has created
the need for a more adequate statistical training on the oart
of readers. Teachers today will be able to read professional
literature intelligently and with profit in proportion as
they gain understanding in this field.
"The difficulty experienced in comparing groups of
unequal size, when simple frequencies are plotted, may be
« Jordan - Educational Psychology
Garret, H.F. - Statistics in Pshchology and Education
Odell,C.W. - Educational Statistics
Tiegs and Crawford -Statistics for Teachers
Starch - Educational Psychology
Thorndike - Educational Psychology
7obviated by reducing each simple frequency to its tier cent
of the total valua. and then plotting the resulting percentage
frequencies o" *
"A knowledge of statistics is invaluable to the student
of Educational Psychology. One cannot read the literature in
the field of individual differences without a knowledge of the
elementary facts set forth in this chapter. For the student
who intends taking advanced work in this field one or more
courses in statistics is essential*
"Scores from tests of various kinds come in without
any arrangement and it becomes necessary to order them in
such a manner that they may be intelligently scrutinized. The
t&ble of frequency is the first step in this ordering process.
Prom this table one can observe the scattering of the cases,
the gaps, the points around which scores cluster. It is the
one most important aid in Interpreting the results of the
measurements of a single trait. Measures of central tendency
(Mean, Mode) give further important information about the
general trend of the whole group. They are the most typical
and most significant single measures. Measures of dispersion
(S.D.),#* make definite and precise what was apparent in the
table of distribution or frequency. They state quantitatively
* tiegs and Crawford - Statistics for Teachers* pp <d.
»« Standard Deviation*
8the amount of clustering of the scores around the central
tendency. The different measures of dispersion include differ-
ing percentages of cases within their limits but all measure
essentially the same sort of thing, n»
It appears then that there is no accumulation of studies of
High School marks to use as a basis of comparison for this thesis.
Not all high school administrators are interested in such de-
terminations or moves toward common standards, preferring to
follow individual courses guided by their own judgments. There
is in each one, however, no unwillingness to ascribe certain
excellencies or deficiencies to their own or other schools with-
out the basis of any statistical knowledge. This attitude seems
unjustifiable and unprofessional. It is, therefore, surprising
that so few efforts toward gathering comparative have been made.
It would seem that all men in positions of responsibility would
welcome definite information concerning their business con-
ditions. This is not a plea for uniformity, but an expression
of a desire to find facts, realizing that there must be con-
siderable uniformity if justice is done to girls and boys in
their high school marks,
t>. Method of Procedural
(1) The data for this work was collected personally
by the writer. He made personal calls on the principals of
the schools concerned, and after an interview in which the
* Jordan,A.M, - Educational Psychology! pp -
9nature of the study was explained, found all principals more
than willing to cooperate in this work and permission was
given to copy from the records of the different schools* The
collecting of the marks was accomplished by two methods. As
in the case of the West Springfield High School, several days
were spent in the school office transferring narks from the
school record cards to graph paper was deemed the most con-
venient listing process.
Because of the fact that the mid-year marks came to
the office on different dates in different schools, the writer
was able to draw up a form sheet for the use of the separate
teachers in those High Schools in which the marks were not
already on the permanent record cards. The teachers readily
accepted this extra task of listing marks and thereby greatly
facilitated the gathering of the data. I have included
samples of this material in the appendix,
(2) Having this mass of data on hand, the first step
in the development of the study was to arrange the data. The
first unit of the arrangement was the school and then followed
the class lists. It was thought best to arrange the material
in frequency tables as this arrangement made the data most
easily available for statistical treatment. Frequency tables
for each school were made, and frequency tables for each
individual class were comtHed. With the data arrange in this
form it was easily possible to make comparisons between schools
and between classes.
10
(5) In deciding on the statistical treatment to give
this data it seemed advisable to establish three methods of
comparison namely: the central tendency of the marks; the
amount of clustering about or dispersion from this central
tendency; and the distribution of the marks as related to a
normal distribution curve.
The development of the central tendency idea opened up
three avenues of approach* The best measures of central
tendency are recognized as being the median, the mean, and
the mode. The median is defined as the mid-point of a table of
frequency or a series of numbers. The median is not greatly
affected by the extreme cases on either end of the marking
scale. The authentic average, or mean, is the most familiar
measure of central tendency. "The mode is the value in a
series at which the greatest frequency lies" and is con-
sidered as less important than either the median or mean.
For this work the writer decided to use the mean as
a measure of central tendency. By using the mean, the writer
feels that he has really incorporated into the determining of
it both the idea of median and mode. The method of determining
the mean is according to Garret.*
The most widely accepted and perhaps most reliable measure
of dispersion around a central tendency is known as the standard
deviation. The method used for determining this standard
* Garret, H.fe. - statistics in Psycnoiogy and Fducation
11.
deviation is taken after Garret* according to the formula:
S.D. = )/~~Ftt2 oy-p— ° x 5
where means sum of and 5 is the interval of the marking
system. The development of this formula under actual statis-
tical conditions is illustrated in the hody of this work
and consequently will not be further considered at this point.
As a measure of dispersion then, the Standard Deviation
works this: Having obtained the mean and Standard Deviation;
"if the distribution of marks in the class is normal the range
of marks including the mean plus the Standard Deviation on
one side to and including the mean minus the Standard Deviation
on the other side, should account for 68.26£ of all the
marks (Jordan)
To show a comparison between the distribution of
marks in the various schools as compared to a normal distribu-
tion curve, the graphic method as expressed by the frequency
polygon was adopted. The normal curve used is known as the
five point interval curve according to Odell.
To make a more thorough study of the distribution of
each school, a composite curve for the eight schools was made.
This composite, with the normal curve, and the individual . curve,
gives a quick insight into the distribution of the marks* To
* 6arret,H.F. - Statistics in °sychology and Education.
«* Jordan, A.M. - Educational Psychology - Page 26l
12.
obviate the difficulty of drawing comparisons between relative-
ly large groups and small ones, the frequencies were converted
to percentages and the percentages plotted against ranks.
The graphic distribution study was also extended to in-
clude typical classes such as Algebra and English.
(I4.) The data then in its final form will be arranged
in frequency tables, percentage tables, calculation of means,
and calculation of Standard Deviation. In addition, there will
be graphs showing the curves as indicated above. Any discussion
pertinent to any single table or graph will be included as part
of the data. All supplementary calculation and notation will
be included in the appendix.
13.
CHAPTER II
PINAL ARRANGEMENT AND DISCUSSION
OP DATA
Having now reached the stage where a statistical
analysis of the material could be made, it seemed wise to be
sure of the authenticity of the methods used. In searching
thru the available literature on statistical methods in con-
nection with school marks, the writer has noted Starch's *
treatment as being particularly good and he quotes from
Starch's book regarding marks and normal distribution curves.
"Certain objections, however, both of a theoretical
and practical kind, must be considered. In the first place,
the soundness of the theory rests on the supposition that the
pupils are unselected, chance specimens of mankind as a whole.
This supposition, of course, never obtains absolutely for any
group of human beings brought together anywhere. The very
reason that brings any group together at the same time selects
them. Pupils in school are not random samplings of human
beings of their respective ages -the less so as one goes up
the educational ladder. The tendency is that every rung of
the ladder selects on the whole slightly better and better
specimens. The fact, however, seems to be that the selection
which does take place is not of the sort that materially
modifies the form of the distribution curve, but rather tends
to contract its base.
* Starch - Educational Psychology: pp Z443-4I4.7
"The second objection urged by teachers against the
adoption of the theoretical distribution of grades here
recommended is that it would be unfair to lay down a rule
that 1% of the pupils should be failed. How do we know;
possibly by good teaching all pupils may reach a sufficiently
high attainment to be passed in the course. The answer to
this statement is that the effects even of the best teaching
will so rarely raise the attainments of pupils sufficiently
high so that none of the pupils would fall below the passing
grade; and furthermore, in the interests of reasonably high
standards of scholarship the attainments of approximately
J% of large numbers of pupils will very probably not merit
a passing grade. There should be doubly good reasons for
passing all students or for failing considerably less than
7j£« Many of the cases of "good teaching" or "unusual classes"
prove to be spurious when it is possible to check them up by
outside means.
"A third point is not so much an objection as a ques-
tion of pratical use of the principle of the distribution of
grades; namely, in how large classes or groups of pupils should
we expect farily close conformity, and how close conformity
should be expected? The answer to the question which * shall
give, on the basis of experience in attempting to observe the
principle in the assignment of grades, is that for groups of
15.
students of 100 or more quite close conformity should be
expected. By quite close conformity I mean a deviation of
not more than about Z*j% above or below the number of grades
that theoretically should fall on a given step of the five-
division scale. For example, the theoretical distribution
demands that 7# of the pupils should receive the grade of
A or Excellent, For groups of 100 or more pupils, this
percentage should ordinarily not be lower than 5 nor higher
than 9J the percentage of B 's should ordinarily not run lower
than 18 nor higher than 50 J the percentage of G *s should not
run higher than lj.8, nor lower than 28,etc. The larger the
number of pupils concerned, the closer the conformity should
be. For groups smaller than 100 a wider latitude should be
permissible whenever there is genuine reason for wider devia-
tion, I advocate conformity to the theoretical distribution
within the limits of common sense with as much deviation as
may seem permissible for good cause. However, really genuine
reasons for large deviations, even with classes as amall as
25 pupils, unless obviously selected by special cause, Is much
rarer than teachers ordinarily believe.
"A fourth point frequently raised by teachers to justify
unusually high or low marks is that the particular class in
question is an unusually good one or poor one. Such a claim
ought to be allowed only if it can be justified by good evid-
ence. There are, of course, differences in classes, but
these
16.
are almost never as great as we are inclined to believe.
Large differences between successive classes in the same
subject are for the raost part illusory for the reason that
the judgment of an individual teacher is more likely to de-
viate from a corrected estimate than the average ability of
a group deviates from the average of other groups. The teacher
who says to each succeeding class that this is the best class
he has ever had in this subject would possess, if this judg-
ment were correct, a magic power for elevating the intellectual
level of human beings."
I also find in School and Society Volume 1, number 1,
January 2, 1915 an article over the signature of Robert C.
Brooks, Swarthmore College, Swarthraore,Pennsylvania on
Uniformity of Grading in Colleges and Universities. Prom
this article I quote:
"A study of the regulations of twenty^nine colleges
and universities with regard to the grading of students* work
shows three main systems in practice. Either (1) instructors
are left entirely at liberty in this connection; or efforts
to secure uniform standards of marking are made usually (11)
by publishing to the faculty or to individual members there-
of the grades given in the various courses, and sometimes
(111) by the establishment of an objectively defined or normal
distribution of grades. In nearly all cases where the third
of those methods has been introduced it is used in connection
with the second.
17.
determination of Mean
^Fd =p c
C c x I
M = m plus C
Determination of Standard Deviation
Fd
C = c x I
M = m Plus C
\l Pd2 p
,.D. = / - c2 x 5
S.D, = Standard Deviation
= Sum of
d = Difference in step from Median
F s Frequency
I s Interval of step
c = Correction on each score
C = Correction on step
m = Estimated Mean - Median Middle of step in
which median occurs,
M - Mean
18.
TABLE I
Agawam High School
Interval
-X
A M uv*2
95-99 8 32 128
90-914- 99 3 297 891
85-89 165 2 326 652
80
-8k
75-79
292
228
1 292
9k7
292
70-7k 330 -1 -330
65-69 132 -2
-26k 528
60
-6k 70 -210 630w v/
55-59 27 -k -108 k32
50
-5k 22 -c;j -110 550
10 -6 -60 360
ko-l+k 2 -7 -lk 98
35-39 2 -8 -16 128
5o-3i|. 5 —9 -27 2k3
25-29 -10
X —XX —XX XCX
1389 -1150 5383
-II5O
c P -
-203
*
-.lk
x 5 -.7
c2 > .Cm
-205
C
1389
=
-,ik
M = 77.5 «• ,7 1 76.8
19
TABLE 1
Agawam High School
The central tendency of the marks of this school is
here expressed as the Mean b 76*8
Prom the Standard Deviation figure of 9.8 we may look
for most of the marks to fall in between 76.8 plus 9.8 or
86.6 and 76.8 minus 9.8 or 67.O.
950
Taking the marks between 70 and 81+ we find that
"jfe^"
or 68.3# fall into this interval so that the distribution
of marks for this school is within the realm of normal
distribution.
The dispersion standard as set up by Jordan (as quoted
in the discussion of statistical methods) allows for 68.26£
of the marks to fall in between the interval measured by th
Mean and Standard Deviation,
The distribution of these marks is then normal accord-
ing to Jordan.
20.
TABLE 2
West Springfield High School
Interval F d Fd Fd2
95-99 230 5 690 2070
90-91+ 376 2 752 15014.
85-89
80-814.
108
m
1
1880
108
75-79 ip -1 -U51 I4.5I
70-7**- 1421 -2 -8I42 168I4.
65-69 114.6 -3 -itf8 131I4.
60
-6k no 1% -w> 1760
55-59 17 -5 -85 I425
50-5^ 22 -6 -132 792
ii.5-14.9 11 •7 -77 539
-2IJ.65 10977
-2I4.65
1830
-635
C B
-635
-.214. c
2
«
.057
2668
c = -.214. X 5 m -.90
1 n 82.5 - .90 - 81.60
S.B. - .057 x5: 10.05
21.
TABLE 2
West Springfield High School
The central tendency as measured by the Mean indicates
that the marks of this school are centered around 8l.6o.
The Standard Deviation shows a figure of 10.05 so we
may look for the most of the marks to fall between 81.6 plus
10.05 and 81.6 minus 10.05. (91.65 - 71. 55)
However the number of marks in this interval (71.55 -
91.65) is only or 50.0l*#. According to Jordan's
figure of 68.26$ which we have accepted as normal the dis-
persion in this case is wider than normal.
22.
TABLE 5
South Peerf ield High School
Interval p 1 Pd Pd2
95-99 21*. k 96 381*.
90-914- 105 3 309 927
85-89 169 2 338 676
80-8i4. 170 1 170
75-79 201
70-7lj- 138 -1 -138 138
65-69 *5 -2 -130 260
60-6I+ k5 -3 -155 1*05
55-59 8
-k -32 128
50-5I1. -5 -70 550
1 -6 -6 36
ko-Uk k -7 -28 196
-559 3670
913
31k
C s S
9142
.395 .I5I4.
c = .151*. x 5 = .770
Iff = 77.5 - .77 78.27
jfSgg - .151^ x 5 * 9.65
23.
TABLF 3
South Deerfield High School
The central tendency is here indicated by a Mean of
78.27.
The Standard Deviation for this school is 9.65. We
may look for most of the marks between 78.27 plus 9«^5 and
78.27 minus 9.65, (87.92 - 68.62).
The marks in this interval total*1^2 or 69.3# so
that the distribution for this school is normal. Normal
equals dispersion between (87.92 - 68.62) not less than
68.26^.
2lw
TABLE I).
Smith Academy
Interval F a pa Ffl2
95-99 2 1* 8 32
90-9k 27 3 5* 153
85-89 51 2 102 20lj.
80-814.
75-79
93
ill
1 93 93
119 -1 -119 H9
65-69 35 -2 -70 1I4O
60-6)4 22 -3 -66
CC.CQ -I4- -16
-271
6k
1003
-271
-17
c
;
c . -.036 x 5 s -.180
= 77.5 •- .18 = 77.32
S.D. » - .0013 x 5 : 7.30
2
25.
TABLE k
Smith Academy
The marks of this school cluster about the Mean of
77.32.
The Standard Deviation is 7«3C We may look for most
of the marks to fall into the Interval 77-32 plus 7-50 to
77.32 minus 7.50, (8I4..6O - 70.02).
In this interval there are ||| or 69.6$ of the mark
the distribution of the marks is then normal according
to
our standard 68,26$.
26.
TABLE 5
South Hadley High School
interva J. a Fd 2Pd
95-99 4 128 512
90-94- 126 5 578 1134
Or Qr\ On279 2 558 1116
80
-8q.
75-79
555
595
1 355
1597
555
70-74 268 -1 -268 268
65-69 75 -2 -146 292
60-64 46 -5 -128 584
55-59 22 -4 -88 552
50-54 8 -5 -40 200
45-49 16 -6 -96 576
40-44 6
1604
-7
-808
294
5461
m c - 58? =
.567 c2 s
.13
C m
•567 x 5 = I.83
M m 77*5 ^ l>85 " 79.55
s d - " a5 x 5 = 9.0
27.
TABLE 5
South Hadley High School
The measurement of central tendency here shows a Mean
of 79.35.
The standard Deviation is 9.0. The range into which
most of the marks would fall is then 79.53 plus 9.0 to
79.35 minus 9.0, (88.33 - 70.35).
1193
The number of marks falling within this range is
or fk., 3#. The distribution is normal according to our
68,26% standard.
2b
TABLE 6
hopkln t e Academy
Interval P <5 PS2
95-99 2 2 8
90-9I4. 25 1 H 25
Uv 28 n
80-814. 32 -1 *32 32
75-79 18 -2 -16 32
*7r»—*7)i L "it. lift
109 -60
-6o
-31
6 S
-31
To~5
= -.28
c «
-.078U x 5 = -.3920
M = 87.5 - .39 = 87.11
s.r>. = fcr5
.078 x 5 s 5.55
-.07814.
29
TABLE 6
Hopkins Academy
The Mean here expressed is 87. 11.
The Standard Deviation is given as 5.55. We should
expect to find most of the marks between the marks of 87. 11
plus 5.55 and 87.11 minus 5.55, (92.66 - 81. 56).
The number of marks falling into this interval are
normal as given by the figure of 68.26#.
The abnormally high Mean and low Standard Deviation
may be in part explained by a study of the Hopkins Academy
graph (pages 5]+-55~5^) an<3 accompanying discussion.
or 57. 8#. So the dispersion here is wider than the
30.
TABLE 7
AmberBt ^iffi School
Interval F d Pd **
2
90-100 1 1*3
8O-89 893
70-79 9^3 -1 -91+3 91+3
60-69 9 -2 -18 36
50-59 7 -3
on
-21 65
ko-k9 180 -720 2880
-1702 U-3U5
-1702
to
-1279
mm
C -
-1279
21+55
= -.52 c2
c ..52 x 10 = -5.2
M s 85 - 5.2 s 79.8
- .27
31
table: 7
Amherst High School
The central tendency is here expressed by the Mean
ai 79*8*
The Standard Deviation at 11.3 giv«s us a dispersion
range of 79,8 plus 11.3 to 79»8 minus 11.3» (9L1 -68.5).
i^2£ or 7k.7g of the marks of this school fall between
214-55
70 and 89 so that the distribution Is normal according to
the 68.26% standard.
32.
TABLE 8
Shelburne Palls
Interval p d pa Pd
90-100 120 2 240
80-89 505 1 ?Q5 305
70-79 372
6O-69 li*2 -1 -11*2 1U2
50-59 29 -2 .58 116
Uo-k9 2 -3 -6 18
970" -206 1021
5te
-206
"13?
c - 339 :
.3^9 » .12
C - .514-9 x 10 • 3.14.9
U z 75 3.^9 = 78.1*3
S.D. s
1021
7?rr -.12
x 10: 9^6
55.
TABLF 8
Shelburne Falls (Arms Academy)
The Mean for this school works out as 78.I4.9.
The Standard Deviation of 9.6 allows a dispersion of
68,26$ of the marks between the marks of 78,k.y plus 9.6 and
78.1+9 minus 9,6, (88.09 - 68.89).
As 667 marks between ranks 7° a™3 89 give a oer cent
of 69.7, the distribution is normal.
Composite for all ^choole
Interval F O Fu
pj2iu
95-99 669 5 2007 6021
90-9*4- 1027 2 4J.O0
85-89
80-84.
1727
19&4-
1 17^7
5788
75-79 2066 -1 -2066 2066
70-74- 1942 *2 -5 88m. 770O
65-69 527 -5 -15 ol 4-74-5
60-64- 568 -1272 5088
55-59 95 4- (3
2375
50-54- 85 -6 -1*30 2580
1*5-4-9 129 *7 -905 6521
105 -8 -82i+ 6592
10,702 -11,1*55 1*9.589
-111*35
5788
-561*7
c
C
= ^2 = ..527
10702 3
-
-.527 x 5 • -2.65
c
2
S .27
. 82.5 - 2.65 « 79.87
m
/ 10702
-
.27 x 5 s 10.4-0
55.
TABLE 9
Composite for all Schools
This table serves as a summary of the schools as a
group.
The mean for the group is 79.87.
The Standard Deviation for this group is IO.J4X) Then
according to our 68.26% standard most of the marks should fall
in between 79.87 plus 10.1+0 and 79.87 minus 10.1*0, (90.27 -
69.14.7).
As 7^99 or 71.9J& of the marks are included in this
10702
interval, the distribution of the marks is normal.
56.
ORAPBS
In discussing the graphs, the writer calls attention to
the fact that there is an apparent distortion along the verti-
cal axis. This apparent distortion is caused by enlarging the
vertical scale three times. For purposes of inspection this
enlargement of one axis will tend to exaggerate differences
along that axis.
Plate 1. This graph was made from the composite data
of all eight schools and superimposed upon the normal curve.
The function of the composite curve throughout the following
discussions will be to provide a check on the manner in which
each individual school concurs or differs from the group
under dissuasion. The composite curve itself approximates
the normal curve quite closely, with the slight exception
that the peak is sustained longer in the comparatively high
mark region before descending.
The discrepancy in the composite curve at the 50-5^ mark
results from the fact that all grades below 50 were considered
collectively in that division.
PLATE 1
Composite of Eight Schools
Interval Percent Normal
95-99 6.2 >51
90-91* 9.6 i.8o
85-89 16.6 6.72
80-81*. I8.3 16.13
75-79 19.3 25.00
70-71*. 18.1 25.00
65-69 1*..9 16.13
60-61*. 6.72
55-59
.9 1.80
50-51* 2.9 .31

39.
PLATE 2
This graph represents the largest school in the group.
The manner in which the West Springfield High School curve
follows the courses of the composite curve is at once strik-
ing. While the West Springfield curve does not reach the
extreme height of the composite curve, the iSest Springfield
curve is sustained slightly longer in the 70 to 85 region.
The West Springfield curve is similar to the normal
curve, but like the composite curve, denotes a larger per-
centage of cases at the high end of the marking scale.
PLATF II
West Springfield
Interval Percent Composite
95-99 8.6 6.2
90-94 14.1 9.6
85-89 I6.5 16.6 6.72
80-8^ I6.7 18.3 l6-13?
75-79 I6.9 19.3 <-p »uu
70-74 15.8 18.1 25.OO
65-69 5.4 4.9 16.13
6o-64 4.1 5.4 6.72
55-59 1.80
50-54 1.2 2.9
.51

U2.
Plate 5
The Agawam High School curve at once strikes the eye
because of its similarity to the Normal Curve. It is like
the composite curve in that its high points come between
the marks of 70 and 80. It falls away with the suddeness
peculiar to the normal curve and in this feature departs
from the composite curve. We note one unexplained irre-
gularity between 70 and 75 on the Agawam curve.
Taken as a group the correspondence of these three
curves is decidely marked.
U3.
PLATE III
Agawam
Interval Percent Composite Hormal
95-99 ,6 6.2 .31
90-& 7.1 9*6 l.8o
85-89 11.7 16.6 6.72
80-81+ 22.1 18.3 16,13
75-79 20.2 19.3 25.00
70-7*1. 23.0 18.1 25.00
65-69 9.5 k-9 16.13
60-6I4- 5.1 3.U 6.72
55-59 2.1 .9 1.80
50-5I4. 2.7 2.9 31.00

U-5.
Plate k
The graph of the South Hadley High School shows a high
point practically equal to the high point of the normal curve.
In this high point the South Hadley curve breaks away from
the composite curve. However, both the South Hadley and
conroosite curves reach their peaks at the 75 mark. Prom the
85 to 95 marks all three curves are markedly similar.
As a group, then, the curves are again, in most respects,
similar with South Hadley showing a large percentage of cases
at the 75 mark.
PLATE IV
South Hadley Higfe
Interval Percent Composite Normal
95-99 2.0 6.2
•31
90-94 7.8 9.6 1.80
85-89 17.3 16.6 6.72
80-81^. 20.7 I8.5 16.13
75-79 24.6 19.5 25.OO
70-74 I6.7 18.1 25.OO
65-69 4.5 4.9 16.15
60-64 2.8 5.4 6.72
55-59 1.4
•f 1.80
50-54 1.9 2.9 .31

14-8.
Plate 5
The Smith Academy graph shows several interesting
features. For three steps out of the ten, the Smith Academy
curve is identical with the composite curve. The Smith
Academy curve reaches its peak at the 70 marks as does the
normal curve. Prom the peak, the Smith Academy curve drops
almost as an average between the normal and composite curves.
As a group then, these three curves show a marked
similarity from marks 50 to 70. The difference between them
from that point on is not so much one of character as of
degree
•
PLATF V
Smith Academy
Interval Percent Composite Normal
95-99
.k 6.2 •51
90-& 5.8 9.6 1.80
85-89 11,0 16.6 6.72
80-8ij. 18.1 18.
5
16.13
75-79 21.5 19.3 25.OO
70-7i|- 25.5 18.1 25.OO
65-69 7.5 M 16.13
60-6I4. M 3.k 6.72
55-59 •8 .9 1.80
50-5I1. 2.9 .51

51.
Plate 6
The South Peerfield High School curve presents a curve
closely allied to the composite curve. It is also similar
to the normal curve in that it reaches its peak at one of
the normal curve high points. Throughout the initial stages
of the South Deerfield curve it is practically identical with
the composite curve. It again approaches the composite curve
in the 85 to 95 area.
As a group the curves are very similar noting that the
high areas of both composite and South Deerfield curves are
sustained slightly longer than the high area of the normal
curve.
nLATP VI
South Deerfleld Hiph
Interval Percent Composite formal
95-99 2.5 6.2
• ?x
90-914. 10.9 9.6 i fin
85-89 17 -Qx I • 7 XO .O O.72
80-8i| 18.0 18.3 16.13
75-79 21.5 19.3 25.00
70-714. H4..6 18.1 25.00
65-69 6.9 M 16.13
6o-6k 14 6.72
55-59 .8
.9 1.80
50
-514- 2.1 2.9 .31

5U.
Plate 7
The Hooklns Academy curve shows an exceptionally high
area in 80 to 90 mark division. It also shows no marks be-
lot 70, It is similar to the normal curve in that it rises
rapidly and descends rapidly.
The abnormality of this curve is explained by the fact
that at the time of organizing the data, only Junior and
senior marks were available.
From the principal, Mr. Reed's letter* "Seniors do
especially well in subjects elected with juniors. By the
time students reach the senior year, they are
earnest; have
a purpose. We seldom have a senior fail in
work. This is
due to some extent to personal work by
teachers. That is if
they find that a student is not serious in
his work, they
get after him." *
55.
PLATE VII
Hopkin's Academy
Interval Percent Composite formal
95-99 1.8 6.2
.31
90-9^ 23.0 9.6 1.80
85-89 25.7 16.6 6.72
80-814. 29.5 18.3 16.13
75-79 16.5 19.5 25.00
70-7*4- 3.6 18.1 16.13

57.
Plate 8
In discussing the curve of Arms Academy, we ape faced
with a new normal, according to a five point scale, and like-
wise a change in the composite to apply to the five point
division.
It is at once evident that all three curves reach their
peak at the 70 mark. It is also evident that the peaks of all
three curves are approximately the same. Arms Academy shows
a high percentage at the 80 mark than the normal but a lesser
percentage at this same mark than the composite. This makes
the drop of the Arms Academy curve practically an average
between normal and composite.
The three curves are decidely similar.
58.
PLATE VIII
Shel/burne tails - Arms Academy
Interval &ercent Compos lte Normal
90-100 12.3 15.8 7
8O-89 31.U 514-.9 2k
70-79 38.3 37.k 38
6O-69 IM 8.3 *
50-59 3.2 3.8 7

6o.
Plate 9
Amherst, also on a five point scale, shows a marked
resemblance to both normal and composite curves. The
discrepancy in the Amherst curve at mark 50 is accounted
for by the fact that all failures are included in this
class in this study.
Again, the close agreement of the three peaks as to
position on the marking scale and percent of cases is the
outstanding feature of the curves.
61.
PLATE IX
Amberat aigh School
Interval Percent Composite formal
90-100 17 «2 15 «8 7
8O-89 56.k 5U.9 2U
70-79 38.14- 374 38
60-69 .03 8.3 2U
50-59 7.32 3.8 7

63.
^LATB X
Algebra
In bringing the discussion to individual classes,
Algebra and English II were selected as being typical classes
of the first two years in high school, Junion and senior
subjects were ruled out because, as Kr. Reed has explained,
students at that stage of their high school course have be-
come sorted out to the extent that the variance in marks is
not nearly so noticable as in the first two years. It was
thought that a comparison of third or fourth year subjects
in the various high schools would produce uniformity such
as to make the comparisons unconvincing*
The three curves pictured show variances comparable to
what could be expected of a freshman class* However, all
three curves are similar in that they reach their peaks at
approximately the same marking division. The rise from low
to high is rapid in all three cases and the falling off is
similar in the cases of West Springfield and South Hadley,
although South Deerfield records a large percentage of marks
on the high end of the scale.
PLATE X
Algefcra
Percent Marks
West
Springfield
South
Hadley Peerf ield
Smith
Academy Inswap
95-99 3.1 *4 I8.9
90-9k 12.5 5.8 16.2
85-89 20.2 18,9 5.8 10.1
ou —04. 21 -8 21-7 18.9 1x2.2 22 .I4.
75-79 25.0 20.2 18.9 19.2 11.2
70-714- 12.5 21.7 5.1+ 11.5 28.1
65-69 1.U 2.7 9.2
60-6^ 15.6 M 7.7 11.2
55-59 2.8 •9
50-51+ 2.8 3.5

66.
^late 11
The curves of the algebra classes of Agawam High Sehool
and Smith Academy show a marked similarity in character. The
peak of the Smith Academy curve is considerably higher than
the r>eak of the Agawam curve, but a closer inspection irlll
show that the peaks of the Agawara curve at 60, JO and 80 are
also well defined at the same points in the Smith Academy
curve.
Thus, although the curves pictured show a wide variance
from a curve of normal type, nevertheless they similate each
other.

68.
Plate 12
The two curves pictured here represent schools marking
on a five point scale* Both curves are characterized by
abnormally high peaks. The peak of the Amherst curve is
much higher than the peak of the Arms Academy curve, but
occurs one marking division lower on the marking scale.
Both curves are characterized by a sudden climb to
a high peak and both fall off distinctly rapidly in much
the same wanner.
69.
PLATE. XII
Algebra
^ereent Marks
Shelburne fr'alls
Grades Amherst ( Arras Academy )
90-100 19«1 2 «5
80-89 I9«l
70-79 51.2 16.6
60-69 12.5
50-59 10.I4- Ij-*1

71
gate 15
This set of graphs picture the marking trend in a
typical sophomore class, English II, The similarity be-
tween these two graphs is decidely marked. Agawam reaches
its peak at the 70 mark, whereas Smith Academy reaches its
peak at the 73 mark, iiowever, both curves show the same
general tendency and their peaks and lows are separated by
equal intervals.
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PLATES XIII. XIV, XV
English II
Percent Marks
West South Smith iiRnwain
Grades Cnvi 1 y\ erf* i ftl d Hadley Deerf ield
Academy
95-99 1.7 1.8
U
90-9^ 2.6 5*3
• x
85-89 c; 6•j.o 13.8 6.9
3.1 5.I
80-81+ in 2 30.1 10.3
75-79 19.U- 37.1 18.9
37»9 TC )i
70-7I4. 214.. 5 12.0 27.3
6.9 37.7
65-69 20.1+ 1.7 12.0
3.!* 20.7
60-61+ 10.2 0.8 17.3
5.3
55-59
.7
50-5U M

Plate 34
Theae two curves picturing the sophomore English
classes of the South Hadley High School and the Vest
Springfield High School show a little more variance than
the two preceding curves. West Springfield reaches its
peak at the 70 mark, whereas South Hadley reaches its peak
at the 75 mark. However, the distribution of the West
Springfield marks is more normal than that of- the South
Hadley marks. Although the West Springfield curve descends
more gradually than the South Hadley curve, both curves
are
very similar in character.

76.
Plate 15
The South Deerfield curve is similar to the other
English curves in that it reaches its peak at the marking
interval of 70. Like the Smith Academy curve, and the
Agawam curve, the South Deerf ield curve shows two decided
peaks with swift rises and more gentle descents. The
similarity between the schools mentioned is again illus-
trated here.

78.
plates 16 and 17
These two curves represent the schools marking on
the five point scale. Both the Arras Academy curve and the
Amherst curve reach their peaks at the 70 mark. Arms Academy
maintains its high level through the 80 mark, whereas the
Amherst curve falls offrapidly. Again we notice the apparent
irregularity of the Amherst curve at the 50 mark. This irre-
gularity has already been accounted for on an earlier graph.
These two curves then, are similar only in their central
tendency.
7?
kmktsT
80.
PLATE XVI and XVII
English II
Percent Marks
Shelbume Palls
Grade8 Amherst (Arms Academy)
90-100 5.1 16 *6
80-89 27.5 56.6
70-79 53.8 38.3
60-69 5,5
50-59 x5« 6
81.
CHAPTER III
INTERPRETATION OP RESULTS
I Central Tendency
II Dispersion
III Distribution -Normal Curve
IV Current Practices, Agreement with
V The Survey
I. Central Tendency.
In discussing the result of analysis as it applies
to the central tendency, a tabulation of the Means will
serve the purpose best.
Agawam High 76.8
West Springfield High 81.6
South Deerfield High 78.27
Smith Academy 77.32
South Hadley High 79.33
Hopkins Academy 87.ll
Amherst High 79.8
Shelburne Falls 78.U9
A careful examination of this table will show that
with the exception of the one abnormally high Mean - Hopkins
Academy - all the other Means fall within the range of one
marking interval or five points. Note also how the Means
cluster about the mark 78 and 79. With the highest as 81.
6
and the lowest as 76.8, the uniformity suggested here is
decidedly marked.
82.
At another place in thia study, the value of the Mean
as a measure of central tendency has been emphasized. From
the original standpoint of the purpose of this study, we may
state that among the smaller high schools of the Connecticut
Valley there exists a marked uniformity as regards the central
terriency in marking.
85.
IH5ispersion
A general view of the dispersion or scatter of the
marks from the central tendency can be gained from an in-
spection of a tabulation of the Standard Deviation of the
group.
Agawam High 9.8
West Soringfield High 10.05
South Deerfield High 9.65
Smith Academy 7.50
South Hadley High 9.0
Hopkins Academy 5.55
Amherst High 11.5
Shelburne Palls 9.6
Previous discussion has shown the relationship between
the Bean and the Standard Deviation. A careful inspection
of the above tabulation shows that the Standard Deviation
representing the different schools are remarkably close to
each other, (excepting Hopkins Academy). The difference
between the low of 7.50 and the high of 11.50 is not very
much. On the other hand, the closeness of 9-0, 9.&>, 9.6%
9.8O and 10.05 greatly strengthens the argument of
uniformity
among the schools.
This consideration of the Standard Deviation again
bears out the statement of the purpose of this
problem -
81+
there is a marked uniformity among the smaller Connecticut
Valley High Schools as regards the dispersion of their marks.
III Distribution and the Normal Curve.
We have seen from a study of the curves of the individual
schools that there exists a decided uniformity among the
schools with regard to the distribution of their marks. This
fact has been further borne out by considering that 68.26#
of the marks are distributed within the range of the Mean
plus the Standard Deviation and the Mean minus the Standard
Deviation.
The composite curve of all the schools shows similarities
to the normal curve and the individual curves of each school
show similarities to both the composite and normal curves.
A study of these curves then, establishes the fact that
among the smaller Connecticut Valley High Schools there is
uniformity as regards the distribution of marks.
85.
IV Agreement with Current Practices.
Having established the fact of uniformity among the
marks of the smaller high schools, we can make the following
statements
:
(1) The marking practices of the various schools are
in agreement with the best current practices for establishing
school marks as pertaining to the Mean, the Standard Deviation
and the distribution,
(2) In checking the work that has been done on marks,
as outlined in the review of literature in the opening chapter
of this work, one notes that as a whole the smaller Connecticut
Falley High Schools are marking slightly higher than theoreti-
cal normals built on other studies would suggest. The Mean
of this group of smaller schools approaches 80 whereas a
normal Mean would center more closely around 75. Also the
distribution of the marks among the smaller Connecticut Valley
schools shows a tendency toward greater bulk in the high zone
(75 - 85), than would normally be in evidence in a normal
distribution curve.
However, neither of these tendencies is exaggerated
enough to throw the marks of these schools out of sympathy
with established forms.
Thus we can state that the evidence shows agreement,
among the marks of the smaller Connecticut Valley High Schools,
with the established marking practices of the educational
period.
86
V. The Survey.
This study has accomplished two results in connection
with its survey aspect.
A. It has, as set forth in the purpose, collected,
organized and statistically treated the data
collected, comprising the marks of the smaller
Valley High Schools. *t has attempted to throw
some light on the current marking practices
of the schools concerned. *t has developed a
set of statistical data that is easily avail-
able to principals and teachers of the schools
included in the study.
B. The study, thru its personal contacts, has
developed an aspect of awareness, to possibili-
ties of studies of this kind, on the part of
the principals of the schools involved. This
survey spirit has led to suggestions of other
educational studies among the same group.
(Example, Mr. Burke, Smith Academy, wants a
study of teachers - experienced versus unexperi-
enced, made).
However small the contribution of this study turns out
to be, if it serves as a stimulation for further work along
this line, something has been gained.
87.
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APPENDIX
A.
Mar ks
95-99
90-95
85-89
80-84
75-79
70-74
65-69
60-64
55-59
50-54
45-49
40-44
No.
1
-2-
.5-
To the faculty of the Senior Glass. 20
Kind of Class u> S « Hist.
Write in the number of students you have
who fall into each grade class. This classifica-
tion should include all the students in all your
classes. That is, you might be counting the
same person twice if you had him in two different
classes .
figure on the mid-year mark.
14
To the faculty of the Senior Glass.
Mar ks
95-99
90-95
85-89
80-84
75-79
70-74
65-69
60-64
55-59
50-54
45-49
No.
J2_
12
Kind of Class Mod
. Hist.
Write in the number of students you have
who fall into each grade class. This classifica-
tion should include all the students in all your
classes. That is, you might be counting the
same person twice if you had him in two different
classes
.
Figure on the mid-year mark.
40-44
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